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SHOW REPORT

EVERYTHING GOES

3

FROM CAR CONCEPTS TO 3-D CLADDING, TORONTO’S BUILDING EXPO,
IIDEXCANADA, IS FULL OF INNOVATION ERIN DONNELLY REPORTS
YOU NEVER KNOW what’s around the corner at IIDEXCanada.

Something of a building industry free-for-all, the annual show
always provides a few surprises, with more than 400 exhibitors promoting products that range from lighting to outdoor
furniture and cladding. Among the new faces this year was
Quebec City’s Dizal, debuting its digitally printed aluminum
siding that convincingly mimics wood.
Real wood, also, was present on the show floor. At IIDEX
Woodshop, an annual exhibit of prototypes made from ash
wood, Toronto industrial designer Mark Pylypczak impressed
visitors with his lamp-meets-table, which has a bright red
power cord running neatly along a groove in the back of one
leg. Miles Keller, also from Toronto, debuted a scaled-down
model of his wooden car, which borrows design principles
and materials from canoe-building (see page 110 for more).
Small structures meant to function as private spaces within
open workplaces were a recurring theme. While the idea isn’t
new, the options are ever-expanding. The best of the bunch,
the Framery Q meeting pod, is a booth built for four and
enclosed in soundproof glass and stainless steel. The interior
boasts wool felt seats and a Hi-Fi system. Office furnishings,
once the show’s raison d’être, still loom large. At the entrance,
a pavilion built from dozens of Sonotube cardboard pillars
displayed some of the latest award-winning products, including Keilhauer’s cushy Plunk ottoman and Tarkett’s colourful Collections Infinies flooring. The variety of products
illustrated just how flexible and changeable the workplace
environment has become in recent years – as much so as
IIDEX itself.
iidexcanada.com
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7 GOLD RUSH
Porcelanosa’s Gravity Aluminium 3D Hexagon
mosaic tile collection adds sparkling texture to
bathroom or kitchen walls. It’s now available in a
rosy gold tone. porcelanosa.ca
8 SOUND OFF
Washable fabric is stretched over steel frames to
make Snowsound’s Sipario acoustic panels. The
modules – rectangular or triangular – attach to the
wall with metal clamps that allow angle adjustments
to accommodate changing acoustic requirements.
snowsoundusa.com
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9 HUB CAP
Designed by Matteo Ragni Studio, Fantoni’s Hub
office system is like a floating meeting room,
complete with power outlets and overhead lighting
in the form of an LED canopy. The table can be
personalized with colourful acoustic panels and
even plants. The four-seat tables link together
to accommodate a larger huddle. fantoni.it

1 FRAME JOB
Framery Q is a meeting pod version of Finnish brand
Framery’s acoustically sound phone booth. The
roomy, LED-lit interior comfortably fits up to four
people for private meetings or video conferences.
frameryacoustics.com
2 TRÈS OMBRÉ
New York hospitality designer Krista Ninivaggi
created a mix-and-match series of ombré-effect
vinyl tiles as part of Tarkett’s Collections Infinies.
tarkett.com
3 HOT OFF THE PRESS
Quebec City’s Dizal launched its digitally printed
aluminum siding – the first we’ve seen of its kind.
It’s available in a range of high-definition wood looks,
as well as in versions that mimic stone. dizal.ca
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4 RIPPLE EFFECT
Riverside outdoor seats from Tonon borrow
their 3-D texture from rippling pools of water and
river rocks. Made from soft, moulded polyurethane
foam, the chairs are available in myriad colours,
including metallic silver and the soft blue shown.
tononitalia.com
5 TABLE LAMP
Mark Pylypczak’s Array is a three-legged table/lamp
prototype. Its pale ash-wood form is topped with a
white aluminum shade; the fire-engine red power cable
running up one leg adds a pop of colour. mapyl.ca
6 HIGH LIGHTS
Czech brand Bomma stole the spotlight in the
Club Cambria lounge with these hand-blown glass
pendants, dubbed Tim (left) and Soap (right).
lighting.bomma.cz
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